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RESISTANCE BY YOUNG PEOPLE

German people! Consider that even if we
defeat England and then come to an agreement (?) with our allies, one day the oppressed
peoples will rise up and shake off the Nazi
yoke! Is their foe not also our foe?
We do not want to oppress other peoples!
We have been robbed of all rights! They told
us stories of the honor of labor only to all
the more easily make us into slave laborers
and cannon and bomb fodder with no will of
our own!
Now we are supposed to risk our necks for the
gentlemen of industry and their megalomaniac
Nazi plutocratic spear carriers!
For how much longer!?!?!
We demand a just and thus lasting peace!
We demand the complete seizure of war
profits and the expropriation of the armaments
industry to prevent further wars!
We demand freedom of opinion and
religious faith!
We demand freedom of labor!
We demand a true representation of the
people!
German, pledge yourself to our slogans!
Spread our slogans! If you are in possession
of a typewriter or duplicating machine, then
make several copies of this flyer!
Not one penny in the begging boxes of the
Hitler plutocracy!
Workers in industry, work more slowly!

THE FREE WORD!
According to (O.K.W.) O.K.W., around 5,000
English planes have been shot down to the
present day!
According to D.N.B., only 200 planes have
come from Canada!
The island is hermetically sealed and its
industry is almost entirely destroyed!
Upon outbreak of the war, England possessed
3,500 planes, according to Schlag nach über
England.

So what are the English using to attack us
night after night? And still getting as far as
Berlin despite icing up, despite our exemplary
anti-aircraft forces (?), and despite us
possessing the best fighter pilots in the world,
and also getting to even more distant areas??

Prevent impulsive comrades from taking this
flyer to the police. For they would make themselves traitors to the German people and only
arouse police suspicion against themselves
and their comrades.
For freedom, bread, and peace!
War on the insane war!
		
Hitler’s victory—never-ending war!
People’s victory—an end to war!

The Italians are fleeing in Albania and Africa.
Italian planes are being deployed against
the British Isle. While in Italy, Albania, and
Africa, the English pilots are flying new raids
all the time and thus accelerating the collapse
of the Italians allied to us for better or for
worse!
WHO has the real lack of planes!?!?!?!?!

THE GERMAN PEACE FRONT!
THE GERMAN PEACE FRONT!
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